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Abstract
Standard statistical practice ignores model uncertainty. Data analysts typically select a model
from some class of models and then proceed as
if the model generated the data. This approach
ignores a component of uncertainty, leading to
over-con dent inferences. Bayesian model averaging (BMA) provides a coherent mechanism for
accounting for this model uncertainty. Several
methods for implementing BMA have recently
emerged. We discuss these methods and provide pointers to a number of applications. In
these applications, BMA provides improved outof-sample predictive performance. We provide a
catalogue of currently available BMA software.

Introduction

Consider the following scenario: a researcher has gathered data concerning cancer of the esophagus. For
each of a large number of patients, the researcher has
recorded a variety of demographic and medical covariates, along with each patient's last known survival status. The researcher would like to assess the size of
each covariate's e ect on survival time with a view to
designing future interventions, and additionally, would
like to be able to predict the survival time of speci c
patients. The researcher decides to use proportional
hazards regression models to analyze the data. Next
the researcher conducts a data-driven search to select
covariates for the speci c proportional hazards regression model, M , that will provide the framework for
subsequent inference. The researcher checks that M
ts the data reasonably well and notes that the parameter estimates look sensible. The researcher proceeds to use M to estimate e ect sizes and associated
standard errors, and make predictions.
This may approximate standard statistical practice,
but is it entirely satisfactory? Suppose there exists an
alternative proportional hazards model, M  , that also
provides a good t to the data but leads to substantively di erent estimated e ect sizes or di erent stan-
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dard errors or di erent predictions. What then? Models like M  are commonplace { for particularly striking
examples see (Regal & Hook 1991), (Draper 1995), and
(Madigan & York 1995). Even if no single troublesome
M  exists, basing inference on M alone is risky; presumably, ambiguity over the model should dilute information about e ect sizes and predictions, since \part
of the evidence is spent to specify the model" (Leamer
1978, p.91). (Draper et al. 1987), (Hodges 1987), and
(Raftery 1988) make essentially the same observation.
Bayesian model averaging (BMA) provides a solution to this problem. If  is the quantity of interest,
such as an e ect size, a future observable, or the utility of a course of action, then its posterior distribution
given data D is:
pr( j D) =

K
X
k=1

pr( j Mk ; D)pr(Mk j D):

(1)

This is an average of the posterior distributions under
each of the models, weighted by their posterior model
probabilities. In equation (1), M1 ; : : : ; MK are the
models considered, the posterior probability for model
Mk is given by:
pr(Mk j D) = PKpr(D j Mk )pr(Mk ) ; (2)
l=1 pr(D j Ml )pr(Ml )
where
pr(D j Mk ) =

Z

pr(D j ; Mk )pr( j Mk )d

(3)

is the marginal likelihood of model Mk , k is the vector of, parameters
of model Mk (e.g., for regression

 = ; 2 ), pr(k j Mk ) is the prior density of k
under model Mk , pr(D j k ; Mk ) is the likelihood, and
pr(Mk ) is the prior probability that Mk is the true
model. All probabilities are implicitly conditional on
M, the set of all models being considered.
(Madigan & Raftery 1994) note that averaging over
all the models in this fashion provides better predictive

ability, as measured by a logarithmic scoring rule, than
using any single model Mj . Considerable empirical
evidence supports this theoretical claim; we will review
some of this evidence.
Implementation of Bayesian model averaging
presents several diculties:
 The integrals implicit in (1) can in general be hard
to compute.
 The number of terms in (1) can be enormous, rendering exhaustive summation infeasible.
 Speci cation of pr(Mk ), the prior distribution over
competing models, is challenging and has received
scant attention.
 Choosing the class of models to average over becomes the fundamental modeling task and at least
three competing schools of thought have emerged.
We will discuss these diculties and present recent
progress towards solutions. We will draw on the related reviews of (Draper 1995) and (Chat eld 1995),
although we will place more emphasis on practical applications of the BMA methodology. Space does not
permit us to review related work on \multiple models"
from the machine learning, neural network, computational learning theory, and arti cial intelligence communities.

Implementing Bayesian Model
Averaging

Computing BMA's Integrals

For certain interesting classes of models such as discrete graphical models (Madigan & York 1995) and
linear regression ( Raftery, Madigan, & Hoeting 1993),
closed form integrals are available. In other cases,
Laplace approximations can often provide an excellent
approximation to pr(D j Mk ). (Taplin 1993) suggested
approximating pr( j Mk ; D) by pr( j Mk ; ^; D)
where ^ is the maximum likelihood estimate of the
parameter vector . (Draper 1995), (Raftery 1992),
(Raftery, Madigan, & Volinsky 1996), and (Volinsky,
Madigan, & Raftery 1996) demonstrate its usefulness
in the BMA context. In later sections we discuss these
approximations in more detail in the context of speci c
model classes.

Managing the Summation

The size of most interesting model classes renders
the exhaustive summation of Equation 1 impractical. In our own work, we have adopted two distinct
approaches to this problem. The Occam's Window
method of (Madigan & Raftery 1994) does not attempt

to approximate (1) but instead, appealing to standard
norms of scienti c investigation, averages over a set
of parsimonious, data-supported models. To rapidly
identify the models in Occam's Window, (Volinsky,
Madigan, & Raftery 1996) use the \leaps and bounds"
algorithm (see below).
Two basic principles underly the Occam's Window
method. First, (Madigan & Raftery 1994) argue that if
a model predicts the data far less well than the model
which provides the best predictions, then it has e ectively been discredited and should no longer be considered. Second, appealing to Occam's razor, they exclude complex models which receive less support from
the data than their simpler counterparts.
This greatly reduces the number of models in the
sum in equation (1) and now all that is required
is a search strategy to identify the models in Occam's Window. Two further principles underly the
search strategy. First, when the algorithm compares
two nested models and decisively rejects the simpler
model, then all submodels of the simpler model are
rejected. The second principle concerns the interpretation of the ratio of posterior model probabilities
pr(M0 j D)=pr(M1 j D). Here M0 is \smaller" than
M1 . The essential idea is this: If there is evidence
for M0 then M1 is rejected but to reject M0 we require strong evidence for the larger model, M1 . If the
evidence is inconclusive (falling in Occam's Window)
neither model is rejected. (Madigan & Raftery 1994)
adopted 201 and 1 as the two extremes of the Window.
(Raftery, Madigan, & Volinsky 1996) adopted the
strategy of averaging over all models with posterior
probability within factor of 20 of the model with the
highest posterior probability. In their example, this
simpler strategy provided improved predictive performance.
Our second approach, Markov chain Monte Carlo
model composition (MC3 ), uses a Markov chain Monte
Carlo method to directly approximate (1) (Madigan &
York 1995). This generates a stochastic process which
moves through model space. Speci cally, let M denote
the space of models under consideration. We can construct a Markov chain fM (t)g; t = 1; 2; : : : with state
space M and equilibrium distribution pr(Mi j D).
Then for a function g(Mi ) de ned on M, if we simulate this Markov chain for t = 1; : : :; N , the average:
N
^ = 1 X g(M (t))
G
(4)
N

t=1

is an estimate of E (g(M )). Applying the ergodic theorem for nite irreducible Markov chains,
^ ! E(g(M )) a:s: as N ! 1:
G

To compute (1) in this fashion set g(M ) = pr( j
M; D).
To construct the Markov chain we de ne a neighbourhood nbd(M ) for each M 2 M. For example,
with graphical models the neighborhood might be the
set of models with either one link more or one link fewer
than M and the model M itself (Madigan et al. 1994).
De ne a transition matrix q by setting q(M ! M 0 ) = 0
for all M 0 62 nbd(M ) and q(M ! M 0 ) non{zero for all
M 0 2 nbd(M ). If the chain is currently in state M , we
proceed by drawing M 0 from q(M ! M 0); if M 0 is a
legitimate model (it contains no directed cycles in the
directed case and is chordal in the undirected case) it is
accepted with some positive probability chosen so that
the process has the correct stationary distribution.
MC3 o ers considerable exibility. For example,
working with equivalence classes of acyclic directed
graphical models, (Madigan et al. 1996) introduce a
total ordering of the vertices into the stochastic process
as an auxiliary variable, thereby providing a three-fold
computational speed-up. (York et al. 1995) incorporate missing data and a latent variable into their MC3
scheme. However, as with other Markov chain Monte
Carlo methods, convergence issues can be problematic.
Earlier related work includes (Stewart 1987) who
uses importance sampling to average across logistic
regression models, and (Carlin & Polson 1991) who
use Gibbs sampling to mix models with di erent error
distributions. (Besag et al. 1995, Section 5.6) use a
Markov chain Monte Carlo approach to average across
families of t-distributions.
For linear models, (Raftery, Madigan, & Hoeting
1993) apply MC3 to average across models with many
predictors. (Clyde, DeSimone, & Parmigiani 1994) introduced an importance sampling strategy based on
orthogonalizing the predictor space. Their approach is
dramatically more ecient than MC3 in that context.
The Gibbs sampling method of (George & McCulloch
1993) also has application to BMA.
Stochastic methods that move simultaneously in
model space and parameter space open up a limitless
range of applications for BMA. Since the dimensionality of the parameter space generally changes with the
model, standard methods do not apply. However, recent work by (Carlin & Chib 1994), (Phillips & Smith
1994), and (Green 1996) provides potential solutions.

Implementation Details for Speci c
Model Classes
In this Section we present various context-speci c implementation details.

Linear Regression: Predictors, Outliers
and Transformations

The selection of subsets of predictor variables is a basic
part of building a linear regression model. The objective of variable selection is typically stated as follows:
given a dependent variable Y and a set of a candidate
predictors X1 ; X2; : : : ; Xk , nd the \best" model of the
form
p
X
Y = 0+
ij Xij + ;
j =1

where Xi1 ; Xi2 ; : : : ; Xip is a subset of X1 ; X2 ; : : : ; Xk .
Here \best" may have any of several meanings, e.g., the
model providing the most accurate predictions for new
cases exchangeable with those used to t the model.
Using the standard normal-gammaconjugate class of
priors, (Raftery, Madigan, & Hoeting 1993) provide a
closed form expression for the likelihood, an extensive
discussion of hyperparameter choice in the situation
where little prior information is available, and BMA
implementation details for both Occam's Window and
MC3 .
(Hoeting, Raftery, & Madigan 1995a,b; hereafter
HRMa and HRMb) extend this framework to include
transformations and outliers respectively.
HRMa used the Box-Cox class of power transformations for the response. The Box-Cox class of power
transformations changes the problem of selecting a
transformation into one of estimating a parameter.
The model is Y () = X +  where   N (0; 2I )
and
 y ,1
 6= 0

y() =
log(y)  = 0 :
While the class of power transformations is mathematically appealing, power transformations are typically
not interpretable unless they are limited to a few possible values of . RMHa averaged over the values (,1,
0, .5, 1), so that the transformed predictors can be interpreted as the reciprocal, the logarithm, the square
root, and the untransformed response.
For transformation of the predictors, however, they
proposed an approach consisting of an initial exploratory use of the Alternating Conditional Expectation algorithm (ACE), followed by change point transformations if needed. RMHa's BMA averages over all
predictor transformations for which the evidence exceeds a user-speci ed level. This is accomplished simply by including the transformed predictors as extra
covariates for consideration in potential models.
HRMb average over sets of predictors and possible
outliers. They adopt a variance{in ation model for
outliers as follows: Let Y = X +  where the observed
data on the predictors are contained in the n  (p +

1) matrix X and the observed data on the dependent
variable are contained in the n-vector Y . They assume
that the 's in distinct cases are independent where

,

N ,0; 2  w:p: (1 , )

(5)
N 0; K 22 w:p: :
Here  is the probability of an outlier and K 2 is the
variance{in ation parameter.
Their simultaneous variable and outlier selection
(SVO) method involves two steps. In a rst exploratory step they use a robust technique to identify
a set of potential outliers. The robust approach typically identi es a large number of potential outliers. In
the second step, HRMb compute all possible posterior
model probabilities or use MC3 , considering all possible subsets of the set of potential outliers. This two{
step method is computationally feasible, and it allows
for groups of observations to be considered simultaneously as potential outliers. RMHb provide evidence
that SVO successfully identi es masked outliers.
Recently, Hoeting has developed SVOT which averages over variables, transformations, and outliers.

Generalized Linear Models

Model-building for generalized linear models involves
choosing the independent variables, the link function,
and the variance function (McCullagh & Nelder 1989).
Each possible combination of choices de nes a di erent
model. (Raftery 1996) presents a series of methods for
calculating approximate Bayes factors for generalized
linear models. The Bayes factors, in turn, trivially
yield posterior model probabilities.
The1 relative error of Raftery's approximation is
O(n, 2 ). However, in the case where the canonical link
function is used, the relative error improves to O(n,1).

Survival Analysis and LEAPS

Methods for analyzing survival data often focus on
modelling the hazard rate. The most popular way
of doing this is to use the Cox proportional hazards
model (Cox 1972), which allows di erent hazard rates
for cases with di erent covariate vectors, and leaves the
underlying common baseline hazard rate unspeci ed.
The Cox model speci es the hazard rate for subject i
with covariate vector x to be
(t j x ) = 0(t) exp(x T )
where 0 (t) is the baseline hazard function at time t,
and  is a vector of unknown parameters.
The estimation of  is commonly based on the partial
likelihood, namely
!wi
n
T )
Y
exp(
x
i
P
;
P L() =
T
`2Ri exp(x` )
i=1
i

i

i

where Ri is the risk set at time ti (i.e. the set of subjects who have not yet experienced an event) and wi is
an indicator for whether or not patient i is censored.
Data analysts often use Cox regression models in
conjunction with a variable selection method. Such
methods usually proceed in a stepwise fashion and aim
to choose the \best" subset of the full covariate list
(Fleming & Harrington 1991). Subsequent inference
conditions on this subset.
Since the integrals required for BMA do not have a
closed form solution for Cox models, (Raftery, Madigan
& Volinsky 1996) and (Volinsky, Madigan, Raftery, &
Kronmal 1996, VMRK hereafter) adopted a number of
approximations. In particular, VMRK used the MLE
approximation:
pr( j Mk ; D)  pr( j Mk ; ^k ; D);
and the BIC approximation:
logpr(D j Mk ) = log pr(D j ^k ; Mk ) , dk log n + O(1):
VMRK used the Occam's Window approach to BMA
for Cox models and adapted the \Leaps and Bounds"
algorithm of (Furnival & Wilson 1974) to provide an
ecient method for identi ying the models in the Window. The leaps and bounds algorithm provides the top
q models of each model size, where q is designated by
the user, plus the MLE ^k , and var(^k ) for each model
k returned. (Lawless & Singhal 1978) provided a modied algorithm for nonlinear regression models that provides an approximate likelihood ratio test statistic, and
hence an approximate BIC value.
As long as q is large enough, this procedure returns
the models in Occam's window (A) plus many models
not in A. VMRK use the approximate LRT to reduce
the remaining subset of models to those most likely to
be in A. This reduction step keeps only the models
whose posterior probabilities fall within a factor C of
the model with the best posterior model probabilty,
where C is greater than 20. VMRK set C = 202 and
almost no models in A were lost. A standard software can then analyze the remaining models, calculate
the exact BIC value for each one, and eliminate those
models not in A.
For the models in A, VMRK calculate a posterior
model probability by normalizing over the model set.
Parameter estimates and standard errors of those estimates derive from weighted averages of the estimates
and errors from the individual models, using the posterior model probabilities as weights. The posterior
probability that a regression coecient for a variable is
non-zero (\posterior e ect probability") is simply the
sum of posterior probabilities of the models which contain that variable. In the context of the Cardiovascular

Health Study, an on-going, multicenter investigation
into risk factors for stroke, VMRK demonstrate that
these posterior e ect probabilities often lead to substantive interpretations that are at odds with usual
the P-values, but admit more direct interpretation.
VMRK also show that BMA provides substantively improved out-of-sample predictive performance over any
single model that might reasonably have been selected.

Graphical Models: Missing Data and
Auxilliary Variables

A graphical model is a statistical model embodying a set of conditional independence relationships
which may be summarized by means of a graph. To
date, most graphical models research has focused on
acyclic digraphs, chordal undirected graphs, and chain
graphs that allow both directed and undirected edges,
but have no partially directed cycles. Some classes
of graphical models coupled with particular parametric assumptions yield closed-form expressions for
complete-data likelihoods and posterior model probabilities (Heckerman, Geiger, & Chickering 1994), and
BMA proceeds in a straightforward manner.
(York et al. 1995) consider an example involving
both missing data and latent variables. Let Y the
observed data and Z the missing values (i.e., the latent variables and the missing data). The posterior
distribution of the quantity of interest can then be reexpressed as follows :
pr( j Y ) = E(pr( j Mk ; Y; Z ) j Y ):
This can be numerically approximated by simulating a process fZ (t); M (t)g with stationary distribution
pr(Z; M j Y ).
(York et al. 1995) proceed by also including  in the
simulation scheme. At each iteration, they rst draw
M (t) from the conditional distribution
Z

pr(M jY; Z (t,1)) / pr(M ) pr(Y; Z (t,1)jM; )pr(jM )d
(6)
A conjugate prior for  makes this integration straightforward. Next, they draw (t) from pr(jY; Z (t ,
1); M ), which amounts to simulating values from independent beta distributions. These two steps together
provide values of M and  that are drawn jointly from
pr(M; jY; Z (t , 1)). Finally, they draw from the distribution pr(Z jY; M (t); (t)) to obtain Z (t).
The simulated values of Z and M can then provide
an estimate of arbitrary posterior expectations of functions of . Since the quantity  is a function of the
model and its parameters, one can also use the simulated values of (t) and M (t) to estimate the expecta-

tion of  :
N
1X
lim
((t); M (t)) ! E( j Y )
N !1 N
t=1

(7)

by the same argument as above.

Specifying Prior Model Probabilities

When there is little prior information about the relative plausibility of the models considered, taking them
all to be equally likely a priori may be a reasonable
\neutral" choice. However, (Spiegelhalter et al. 1993)
and (Lauritzen, Thiesson, & Spiegelhalter 1994) provide a detailed analysis of the bene ts of incorporating
informative prior distributions in Bayesian knowledgebased systems, and demonstrate improved predictive
performance with informative priors.
In the context of graphical models, (Madigan &
Raftery 1994) and others have suggested eliciting a
prior probability for the presence of each potential link
and then multiplying these probabilities to provide the
required prior distribution. Similar ideas apply in regression modeling.
(Madigan, Gavrin, & Raftery 1995) provide a simple method for discrete data applications and demonstrate that an informative pr(Mk ) provides improved
predictive performance in their particular application.
The method elicits an informative prior distribution on
model space via \imaginary data" (Good 1950). The
basic idea is to start with a uniform prior distribution
on model space, update it using imaginary data provided by the domain expert (the number of imaginary
cases will depend on the application and the available
resources), and then use the updated prior distribution
as the actual prior distribution for the Bayesian analysis. (Ibrahim & Laud 1994) adopt a somewhat similar
approach in the context of linear models.

Predictive Performance

A primary purpose of statistical analysis is to forecast
the future. Measuring how well a model predicts future
observations is one way to judge the ecacy of a BMA
strategy. The logarithmic scoring rule is a proper scoring rule as de ned by (Matheson & Winkler 1976) and
others and provides an omnibus measure of predictive
performance. The logarithmic scoring rule measures
the predictive ability of an individual model, M , with:
X
,
logpr(d j M; DS );
d2DT

and measures the predictive performance of BMA with:
X
X
,
logf
pr(d j M; DS )pr(M j DS )g:
d2DT

M 2A

Table 1 on the next page presents the out-of-sample
log score for a variety of applications. We have
recorded similar improvements in several other applications.

Software

Currently available software from StatLib includes:
 glib (BMA for Generalized Linear Models - user
speci ed models: accurate Bayes Factors)
 bicreg (BMA for Linear Models)
 bic.logit (BMA for logistic regression - uses leaps)
 bic.surv (BMA for Cox models)
 bic.glm (BMA for Generalized Linear Models using
leaps) - soon to appear.
Statlib is the premier Web repository for research statistical software. Statlib's address is:
http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/.
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